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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 

 

Fellow Recruitment 

Q  Would the individual on the programme have a minimum qualification level? 

A Enterprise Ireland is not mandating a minimum qualification level for 

participants on the programme.  Enterprise Ireland anticipates the programmes 

will recruit high-calibre participants who are experts in their field and will have 

already demonstrated career progression. 

Q  Does the organisation running the programme open a call to recruit suitable 

individuals, for example in a competitive programme where they apply either 

alone or with a mentor? 

A  The Research Performing Organisation is responsible for developing a marketing 

and recruitment strategy for running an open recruitment call. Enterprise Ireland 

expects ED&I best practice principles are included in the recruitment strategy. 

 

Costs 

Q  What are the planned eligible and ineligible costs? 

A  As the Initiative is based on training, no University Research Overhead will apply. 

All programme costings provided by applicants need to be itemised and justified. 

Programme value for money will be one of the selection criteria in assessing 

proposals. Only publicly funded RPOs can apply for this funding; individual 

companies, clusters of companies, or sectoral representative bodies cannot apply 

directly for funding nor are they eligible for direct funding via the programme 

budget. 
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Q  Is fellow stipend tax-free? 

A  It is the responsibility of the Host RPO to set the stipend up correctly so that the 

individuals can receive it tax free and it's the individual’s responsibility to comply 

with the stipulations of the scheme. 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/personal-tax-credits-reliefs-and-

exemptions/education/scholarship-exemption/index.aspx 

Q  Is there funding for travel for the participants? 

A  Where itemised and justified, programme management support costs will be 

eligible to cover travel of the programme delivery team, hiring of external mentors 

and professional trainers, license fees for innovation methodologies and software, 

and recruitment costs. Once-off establishment costs will be permitted in Year 1 

only. Where justified, once off establishment fees are allowed for refurbishment 

of dedicated space for programme participants and programme delivery team, 

senior staff recruitment, launch of Programme, training of trainers etc. Ongoing 

space ‘rental’ is assumed to be provided by the RPO without ongoing charge to the 

Programme thereafter. 

Q  What is the expected staffing levels for a programme? 

A  The programme management personnel costings assume each Programme will 

require an Academic Director, a Programme Director, Programme Operations 

Manager, and part-time programme administration support. The Salary levels 

used are based on published University Senior Administrative Pay Scales with 

Programme Director at Senior Admin II, Programme Operations Manager at Senior 

Admin IV, and administration support at Executive Assistant. These are inclusive of 

PRSI and Pension allowance.  Above costings assume that the nominated 

programme Academic Director will already be on payroll, if that is not the case, or 

if hours need to be bought out, then those additional Academic Director 

programme-related costs should be included.  The Academic Director is expected 

to dedicate a minimum of 50% of their time to the programme. 

Q  Can programme participants have income from other sources to supplement 

the 35k stipend? 

A  Yes, the stipend is tax free  

https://www.revenue.ie/en/personal-tax-credits-reliefs-and-

exemptions/education/scholarship-exemption/index.aspx 

 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/personal-tax-credits-reliefs-and-exemptions/education/scholarship-exemption/index.aspx
https://www.revenue.ie/en/personal-tax-credits-reliefs-and-exemptions/education/scholarship-exemption/index.aspx
https://www.revenue.ie/en/personal-tax-credits-reliefs-and-exemptions/education/scholarship-exemption/index.aspx
https://www.revenue.ie/en/personal-tax-credits-reliefs-and-exemptions/education/scholarship-exemption/index.aspx
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Collaboration 

Q  Are RPOs able to apply as a consortium? 

A  Applicant RPOs are eligible to apply as a single RPO or as part of a consortium, 

however the practical implications of a consortium approach will need to be set 

out in the proposal including e.g. economic benefit considerations, duplication of 

overhead, the complementarity of the RPOs involved, the need for focused RPO 

leadership of the programme, the effect of multiple locations on the Programme 

participants, etc. If applying as part of a consortium, a lead applicant is still 

required. 

Q  Is there a limit to the number of applications an RPO can participate in as a 

member of a consortium?  

A  A second proposal from an RPO is allowed, either on a standalone or a 

consortium basis, provided the proposal relates to a different sector or industry 

domain to the RPOs other submission. A maximum of two applications from one 

RPO is allowed. Should two proposals that are successful at evaluation stage be 

led by the same RPO, it is the intent of Enterprise Ireland to fund one proposal per 

RPO, but the final decision will be at the discretion of Enterprise Ireland. 

 

Sector 

Q  What sectors are of interest to the programme? 

A  Enterprise Ireland seeks to provide funding to publicly funded RPOs needs-led, 

innovation training programmes for industry sectors and regions that are 

important to the national economy.  

Programme proposals are welcome addressing from all industry sectors of national 

importance outside of Medical Devices, including but not limited to the following: 

Industry 4.0, Fintech, Digital Health, Sustainable Food Systems & AgTech, Climate 

Change, Renewable Energy, Cybersecurity, etc. Applicants will need to provide a 

convincing case as to why they have selected a given industry sector and why their 

RPO is well connected and best placed to set up and deliver an immersive, needs-

led innovation training programme in that sector. Each programme proposal shall 

focus on a single industry sector or enabling technology.   
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Operational Queries 

Q  What are the objectives of the programme? 

A  To create high calibre founding teams and people, equipped with a skillset which 

enables them to identify and create new solutions and opportunities to address 

unmet meets in their sector. 

Q Will you specify what outputs and achievements the programme should 

achieve? 

A  

- Create new, needs-led innovation training programmes in sectors that are of 

economic importance to Ireland 

- Leverage the research talent, programme management expertise and teaching 

& training capabilities of Research Performing Organisations in Ireland 

- Drive a sustainable increase in entrepreneurial activity at a national and 

regional level by providing programme participants with access to structured, 

sector-specific innovation training programmes.  

- Increase the number and quality of HPSUs via its alumni who graduate from 

the programmes. 

Q  What is the expected duration of each project? 

A  We expect the programme participants to be on the training programmes to run 

for between 10-12 months. 

Q  How much time a fellow would be expected to contribute during the length of 

training? 

A  Given the demands on the programme, Enterprise Ireland expect programme 

participants to be engaged full time for the duration of the programme. The 

stipend amount reflects the expectation that the participants undertake the 

programme as a full-time role. 
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Regional Focus 

Q  Will these programmes be regionally distributed? 

A  This programme call will have an important regional development dimension.   It 

is Enterprise Ireland's intent to have strong regional spread of programmes and, 

more importantly, of new start-up companies generated by the programme.   

Q  Is there a limit to the number of programmes per region?  

A  There is no set limit on the number of programmes per region, however it is 

Enterprise Ireland's intent to have a strong regional dimension to this initiative. 

Consideration will be given to the evidence provided of strong, collaborative & 

geographic links with the appropriate sector which will be necessary to provide the 

correct level of immersive access. 

 

Immersive Environment 

Q  What features does the immersive environment need to have? 

A  Critical components of immersion include: the commitment and willingness of 

the host(s) to enable access and engage with the programme participants, 

designated enablers in the environment with ability to drive:    

- Unfettered access to all actors, workflows, data, locations, incentives, 

challenges etc, ensuring legal, ethical, regulatory, and intellectual property 

challenges are addressed. 

- Knowledge sharing, and facilitating access to network to broaden immersive    

reach. 

- Continuous engagement of actors after the defined immersive period. Ideally 

immersion is observation based, and the length of the immersive period is set 

to allow comprehensive and in- depth investigation. 
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Methodology 

Q  Is there a set methodology to be used for the innovation training? 

A  Enterprise Ireland is not mandating a particular methodology. If a licence for a 

specific methodology is required, the cost associated with licensing the 

methodology is eligible inclusion in a budget claim to Enterprise Ireland. 

 

Other 

Q  How long does it take to secure a follow-on Commercialisation Fund after the 

programme? 

A  It will depend on the ambition of the project team, but Enterprise Ireland expect 

that projects teams be allowed and encouraged to commence working on 

Commercialisation Fund applications whilst still on the programme. The timeline 

for the application submission will be supported by the Research Performing 

Organisation's Technical Transfer Office and the relevant Enterprise Ireland 

Commercialisation Specialist. 

Q  How do you see the initiative linking to the existing ecosystem e.g., Tech 

Gateways/Centres/SFI Centres/REDF projects? 

A  The Needs Led Training Initiative is complementary to existing programmes and 

research centres in Ireland. However, unlike a Technology Centre, Gateway or SFI 

Research Centre, it's focused on training individuals and is not a research 

programme. Existing infrastructure, clusters and networks may be beneficial when 

considering the immersive environment. 

 


